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A Journey of Comparative Education and Southeast Asian Area Studies
a memory of encounters and research
NISHINO Setsuo*
This is a look badく of my 23 years of research at Nagoya University う culminating in my retirement in
2018. In the beginning of my academic career, as an undergraduate at the University of Tokyo ヲ having
wanted to become an engineer う I entered the university ’s science course (Rikα－ ichiγ·ui.) However,
midway through my studies, I changed my mind and transferred to the Faculty of Education. I came
to the conclusion that I wanted to think about human-kind and cultural issues from a comparative
perspective.
After a study trip to Southeast Asia led by Mr. Nishimura, a research associate of comparative
education う I became interested in Malaysia and its multi-ethnicity. For my graduation thesis う I wrote
"The Formation of a Ph汀al Education System and it ’s Integration in抗alaysia: from the Per命spective of
Nation Bu立ding." From this point I was attracted by the intellectualism of出is area of academic study
so decided to continue my study of comparative education at the graduate school level.
In the master's program, I studied Indonesian language at a course provided by the Indonesian
Embassy and traveled to Southeast Asia for a month and a half. In Mr.凱atsumoto ’s lecture of the
above course う the Indonesian shadow play "wαuαng klit" was analyzed. I was struck by the fact that
the core of the program is Indiaヲs epic "Mαhα bhαγαtα，＂ which continued to be played in Islamized
Java. The world-view of “ωαuαng klit" which Mr. Matsumoto clarified in detail in his books, would
hold great significance for my research path.
The study of Rex Stevensonラ 久 “ Cultivators and Administrators: British Educational Policy Towards
the Malays，”obtained while in Malaysia, is an energetic wor、k on the colonial education policy in
British Malaya that helped determine the direction of my master’ s thesis. Subse午1ently う I wrote my
master’ s thesis，“British Colonial Rule and Education Policy in Malaya: Transfer of Western担odern
Education，”which focuses on the period of "social justice and efficiency" as time classification.
Although my research stagnated for a time after entering the doctoral program う I became at
tracted to Islamic education, and shifted my emphasis from Islamic secondary school in Malaysia
to “ pesantren刊 （traditional boarding institution of Islamic learning) in Indonesia. With the research
grant from the Toyota Foundation, I was able to conduct a longぺerm stay survey in Indonesia, and
complete my doctoral dissertation, "Learning Tradition and School System: Research on the Intro
duction and Positioning of School System in Islamic Education in Indonesia. I categorized large
pesantrens う revealed inter-relations among the various pesantrens, and observed the movement of
students between pesantrens and their regional characters.
I served as a research associate at the Faculty of Education う the University of Tokyo until, m
August of 1992, I was dispatched to Indonesia as a JICA expert. As the Directorate General of High
er Education, Ministry of Education and Culture, I was involved in the formation of aid projects. I
drafted a project proposal to strengthen science and mathematics teacher education, targeting three
education universities: Bandung, Malang and Jogjakarta. This pro作ct was realized with the great sup刊
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port of the expertise of my successor, Prof. Shimozawa.
After firせshing JICA’s duties う I returned to Japan, and in April of 1995 う transferred to Nagoya Uni
versity. Here I engaged in education and research as an associate professor of comparative and inter四
national education ぅ in a newly created chair. The Chair of Comparative and International Education
was later divided into two areas within the larger unit: comparative education and the anthropology
of education; the former was chaired by Professor Umakoshi う while I chaired the latter
Professor Umakoshi organized a joint research (kαkθn) related to international student problems う
higher education reform etc, in which I also worked as a member. In addition to this う I accepted the
request of the JICA Chubu Center to organize and implement the JICA group training course う Sec
ondary Education Development." With the assistance of our colleagues う this work continued for 10
years う spanning two terms.
After Professor Umakoshi moved to Obirin University う Tokyo う I moved from the anthropology of
education back to the comparative education concentration, and invited Dr. Hattori Mina to join us
as an associate professor in the anthropology of education area. In 2005 I took a one“year sabbatical
to Semarang ヲ Indonesia. During this time, we were successful in securing several achievements that
resulted in our collaboration with Diponegoro University う and the hosting of international seminars
and student exchanges, etc. Then in 2006 we signed a faculty-level MOU between the School of Edu
cation, Graduate School of Education and Human Development う Nagoya University and the Asian
Research Center (Pusat Studi Asia) of Diponegoro University.
A noteworthy result of this collaborative research is the "Islamic education in the Malay world:
comparison between Malaysia and Indonesia.”Gathering researchers from both countries we held a
workshop and asked several academics to write on selected topics regarding Islamic education. Tak
ing into consideration a movement against English supremacy and English mono-lingualism う these
articles were translated in Japanese and Indonesian (Malay) mutually, and published as a bilingual
volumetric version in both languages.
I myself did not aggressively pursue the research funding, yet was invited to participate in several
kαken research projects that enabled me to continue to research freely. In particular, with the kαken
projects lead by Prof. Hattori Mina う I could pursue research of my particular interest う so I concen
trated on the institutional development of Islamic education in Kelantan (Malaysia), the trai国ng of
leaders inpθsαntγen of West Java (Indonesia), the government’s approach to Islamic education, and
the non-government，“H伐met movement" in Turkey う to give some examples.
It is with great pride that I say that I have been able to conduct research that has lead to a pa子
ticul紅、 and essential goal while still noting things happening in the periphery. As for the methodol
ogy utilized for my comparative studies, the spell-like guideline of comparison outlined by Clifford
Geertz ’s has been of particular importance. Geertz devotes a chapter on comparative studies of laws
in his book "Local Knowledge: Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology" in which he writes about
the following caveats of comparison.
One is that the comparative study of law cannot be a matter of reducing concrete difference to abstract
commonalities. Another is that it cannot be a matter of locating identical phenomena masquerading under
differ百1t names.λnd a third is that whatever conclusions it comes to must relate to the management of 晶子
ference not to the abolition of it. (Geertz，“LocalKno初旬dge," 1983, pp. 215 216)
“
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The conceptual wording of "etic" and "emic" used in anthropology are also useful in the compa回
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tive study of education. Italian historian Carlo Ginsburg う translating these terms into a historian’s
work, states that，“people are going from an ‘etic ’ question aiming for an 冶mic ’ answer." This is the
best starting point for case studies that focus on things that are “exceptional，”“irregular，”or "anoma
lies.”
I will retire without writing a textbook of comparative education, so it may be said that I did not
fulfill my responsibilities as a professor. However, as I believe it is difficult to create a good textbook,
looking back on my own research history, I'd like to make a case study anthology that focuses on
"anomalies" and nusual (irregular) cases" as I did in my research of comparative education.Per
haps after my retirement う I will have plenty of free time just to work on this task.
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